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Abstract 

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a method to search for a particular 

Named Entity (NE) from a file or an image, recognize it and classify it into 

specified Entity Classes like Name, Location, Organization, Numbers and 

Others Categories. It is the most useful element of the technique known as 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) which makes text extraction very easy. 

This paper is about Named Entity Recognition (NER) for Gujarati language. 

Not much work has been done in NER for Gujarati. There is no standard 

dataset available for Gujrati NER. Hence we have created two datasets for 

NER in Gujrati. In this paper, an NER tagger is build using Spacy. The NER 

tagger is trained with 100% accuracy and capable of identifying person, 

location and organization names. From the news headlines dataset the NER 

tagger is able to identify the named entities for entertainment, business and 

technical etc. 

Keywords: NER, Gujrati NER, Spacy  

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the key components of most successful NLP applications is the Named Entity 

Recognition (NER) module which accurately identifies the entities in text such as date, time, 

location, quantities, names and product specifications. There are already existing sophisticated 

systems for NER such as spaCy, Stanford NER, etc. but most of them are built with general 

purpose for a wide range of NLP applications such as Information Retrieval, Document 

classification and other applications of unstructured data analysis. Named entity recognition 

(NER)is probably the first step towards information extraction that seeks to locate and classify 

named entities in text into pre-defined categories such as the names of persons, organizations, 
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many fields in Natural Language Processing (NLP), and it can help answering many real-world 

questions, such as: 

• Which companies were mentioned in the news article? 

• Were specified products mentioned in complaints or reviews? 

 

Does the tweet contain the name of a person? Does the tweet contain this person’s location? 

Named Entities are one of the most important textual unit in the Information Extraction domain 

as they express an important part of the meaning of a document. NER is also an important part 

of Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications like Machine Translation and Text 

Summarization and is also used in search engines. For Gujarati language no such NER tagger 

exist and hence this paper propose a NER tagger for Gujrati text to solve the problem. A 

remarkable amount of work has been carried out for many languages like English, Greek, Chinese 

etc. But, still a wide scope is open for Indian Origin Languages like Hindi, Gujarati, Devanagari 

etc. As Gujarati is not only the Indian Language, but a language that is most spoken in Gujarat. 

Thus, in this paper, we emphasis on proposing a NER based scheme for Gujarati Language. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Aiming at the problem of Khmer named entity recognition, authors in [1] proposed a method 

fusing Khmer entity characteristics based on the universal feature templates. For the relatively 

stable entity that is formed of time expressions and digital expressions, authors recognize it 

using artificial rules; For the complex entity that is formed of names, locations, and 

organizations, authors use Conditional Random Fields algorithm, taking word, part of speech, 

contextual information and Khmer entity characteristics into consideration, to build a complex 

entity recognition model to recognize it. Experimental results show that the named entity 

recognition method fusing Khmer entity characteristics has a better effect. 

Authors in [2] have presented the evaluation of Named Entity Recognition task for a resource 

poor language like Punjabi. Different challenges posed in the task have also been discussed. A 

annotated corpus of 2,00,000 words have been developed for recognition task. The system has 

been evaluated on different machine learning models like Hidden Markov Model, Maximum 

Entropy and Conditional Random Fields with f-score values of 77.61, 83.65 and 93.21 

respectively. The purpose of this research in [3] is to reduce humans as annotation effort for 

clinical notes, to improve consistency, and to decrease cost of annotation. The aim of this 

research [3] is to annotate clinical texts to extract biomedical names and terms. Authors in [3] 

have done unsupervised and semi- supervised Named Entity Recognition (NER) through exact 

matching in UMLS. The data sets that have been used were provided by SemEval 2015 (task 

14) natural language processing competition, including 199 clinical notes in training set and 

133 notes in test set. With this method authors got 60% of f-score, and training files for next 

process (training CRFs) were generated. The second step involves using Conditional Random 

Fields (CRFs). The results generated in the first step were used to train the CRF. CRFs learn 

from training data the general contexts in which named entities occur. By supervised learning 

authors got 73% F-score while we got 62.7% by the proposed unsupervised approach. Authors 

in [4] critically compares the state-of-the-arts, merits and gaps in the works. Review reveals the 
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need to focus on techniques to increase accuracy of symbol spotting. 

Aiming at the problem of fuzzy entity recognition and less labeled data in the field of traditional 

Chinese medicine, a named entity recognition model based on Bert-BiLSTM-CRF is 

constructed and tested on the corresponding data set in [5]. According to the text information, it 

is divided into five types of entities: symptoms, disease names, time, prescription names, and 

drug names. The results show that the model has the highest accuracy in identifying drug names. 

In order to further prove the superiority of this model, three groups of control groups composed 

of other models are set up. 

In [6], it is expressed how to integrate ontologies to NER problem as a solution proposal. 

Authors implemented the overall operation by initially gathering essential Turkish entities, 

fetching the linked information from the ontologies about entity names, extracting features with 

this linked information and classifying the entities according to these features. 

Authors in [7] first briefly introduces the developing process of named entity recognition, and 

describes the basic concept, objectives and difficulties of named entity recognition. Then, it 

summarizes the methods of named entity recognition from based on rules and dictionary 

method, based on statistical method, to the deep learning method and migration of learning, 

and looks forward to the future development of named entity recognition. 

 

III. DATASET PREPARATION FOR GUJRATHI NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION 

During this work of Gujrati named entity recognition, we have used two datasets. 

A. Custom Dataset of Gujratho words 

Since no standard dataset is available for Gujrati named entity recognition, we have prepared the 

dataset of Gujrathi Keywords as depicted in table 1 

 

TABLE I. CUSTOM DATASET OF GUJRATHI KEYWORDS 

Category Number of Gujrati 

Keywords 

Sample Wods 

   ગાાાાંધીધામ આણાાાંદ નવસારી 

મોરબી નડિયાદ સુરન્દ્ે  રનગર 

ભરૂચ 

    મહ સાણા 

      

Cities 34   

    સીિરયા 

    તાડિડિસ્તાન તાન્્ઝાિનયા 

થાઈલન્દ્ડે 

    િતમોર-લ સ્ત  

Countries 195 જાઓ ટોાાાંગા 

    ગુરુવાર શુક્રવાર શિનવાર 

    જાન્યુઆરી ફ બ્રુઆરી 

    ડેેુચ એડિલ ડશ  છ  
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Days-Months 19   

    Rેી નારાયણ તટુ રાણ  Rેી 

નરન્દ્ે  ર મોદી 

    Rેી સબાાનદાાાં   સોનોવાલ 

Rેી    મુખ્તાર    અબ્બાસ 

ડનવી 

    ડેેો.વીરન્દ્ે  ર 

ડેેુમાર 

    Rેી િગિરરાડે િસાાાંહ 

    Rેી જ્યોિતરાિદત્ય એમ. 

    િસાાાંિધયા 

Names 100 Rેી અડિની વૈષ્ણવ 

    Rેી રામચાાાંર ડેસાદ િસાાાંહ 

Rેી પશુપિત ડેેુમાર 

    પારસ 

    ૧ ડએ ek 

    ૨ બ  be 

    ૩ ત્રણ traņ 

    ૪ ચાર chaar 

Numbers 37 ૫ પાાાાંચ pããch 

    ૬ છ chha 

    ૭ સાત saat 

    ૮ આઠ aaţh 

    ૯ નવ nav 

    ૧૦ દસ das 

    એલ િબડબ આલ્ફા લાવલ 

    ઓલસ ડે ટ ક્નોલોજીસ 

આલોડે ઇન્દ્ડેસ્ટર ેીઝ 

અલ્સ્ટોમ ડેેોડેક્ટ  ે્સ 

ઇિન્દ્ડેયા 

    અનાાાંત રાડે ઇન્દ્ડેસ્ટર ેીઝ 

અમરા રાજા બ ટરીઝ એબટ ડે 

ઈિન્દ્ડેયા એએનજી ઓટો 

    અેા ાેાંસલ હાઉિસાાાંગ એન્દ્ડે 

    ડેન્્સ્ટર ક્ટશન 
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Organization 320   

    ડેે રળ મડયયદ શ મહારાષ્ટ્ર  

મિણપુર 

    મ ઘાલય 

State 28   

 

Category Number of 

Gujrati Keywords 

Sample Wods 

  ડમઝોરમ ના ગા લા ન્દ્િા 

ઓડિાશ  પજાા  ા      બ 

રા િાસા્થા ન 

Total 733  

 

We have prepared Custom dataset of Gujrati keywords with 7 categories and 733 Gujrati 

words.We have created a JSON file of all keywords with tagging. 

B. Gujrathi News Classification Dataset 

For preparing this dataset we have used Gujrati Kaggle News Classification Dataset [8]. The 

dataset contains 6500 news articles headlines. News headlines are divided into three categories 

as depicted in table 2. 

 

TABLE II. KAGGLE GUJRTHI NEWS CLASSIFICATION DTASET 

 

Category Number of 

Gujrati 

news 

Sample News 

 

 

 

 

 

Entertainment 

 

 

 

 

 

2134 

શ હરૂખની સ થ  

ફિાલ્મમા ા  ા      

કા મ    કરાી ચXા     

ાો   છા    અનષ્ા  

કા થાી ઠપકાો 

ખા ધા લાો 

વ્યક્િિ સલમા ન  

સા થા   પગા  ા     ા  

બ દ નથી મિ ો 

'સોરી' અન  

'થા ન્ક્ય'ા   નાો 

ચા ન્ સ 
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Business 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2358 

ચચનના  

શા ધા  ા     ા ઈમા ા  ા    

આઈસાી 

આઈસીઆઈ બેંક 

ખાોલશા 

 

િાા નાી નવાી  

બા્ા ચા  ા   

સકા   ન્કા્યા   

યાોજના મા ા  ા    3 

મોટ  બદલ વ, 

1000 નહી  હવ  250 

રૂપપયા મા ા  ા   ખલા    

શા  ખા િા  

 

 

 

 

 

Technical 

 

 

 

 

 

2008 

આજ  અહીથી 

ખરીદો 

OnePlus 6, 

મ શ  25,000 

રૂપપયા  સધા    

ાીનાો 

િાા યદાો 

Ford Aspire 

CNG     

ભા રિામા ા ા  

લોન્ ચ, જાણી લો 

ફકિાા મિા 

Total 6500  

 

We have prepared the dataset of Gujrati named entity recognition by annotating the keywords 

from news classification dataset. Some of the annotations are depicted in table 3. 
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TABLE III. CUSTOM ANNOTATIONS OF GUJRTHI NEWS CLASSIFICATION 

DTASET 

 

Category Sample annotated News 

  ["'સ લ્ડેેી શોખીનો માટ  

લોન્ક્ચ થયો Huawei Y6 Pro, 

જાણો ડફચસસ' 

  ,",{"entities":[[1 

  ,8,"ENTERTAINMENT" 

  ],[9,15,"ENTERTAIN 

  MENT"],[21,26,"BUS 

  INESS"],[31,44,"TE 

  CHNICAL"],[51,57," 

  TECHNICAL"]]}] 

  ["'જજયોની ચગફ્ટ- હવ  યઝુ   

સસ JioPhone દ્વારા બકુ   કરી 

શકશ  ટર નની ફટફકટ' 

  ,",{"entities":[[1 

  ,8,"TECHNICAL"],[9 

  ,15,"ENTERTAINMENT 

"],[20,26,"TECHNIC 
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  AL"],[27,35,"TECHN 

Entertainment ICAL"]]}] 

  ["'10 હજાર રૂપપયાથી પણ 

ઓછામાાાાં મળશ  બ્ેાન્ક્િ િ 

smart LED TV, આજ  અાાંડપમ 

ડેક' 

  ,",{"entities":[[1 

  0,18,"BUSINESS"],[ 

  29,33,"BUSINESS"], 

  [34,43,"BUSINESS"] 

  ,[44,49,"TECHNICAL 

"],[50,56,"BUSINES 

  S"]]}] 

  ["'Redmi Note 7માાાાં હોઈ શક  

છ  આ ખાસ 

  ડેેીચસસ, જાણો 

ફડકાાં ડમ' 

  ,",{"entities":[[1 

  ,7,"TECHNICAL"],[8 

  ,17,"TECHNICAL"],[ 

35,41,"TECHNICAL"] 
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  ,[48,53,"BUSINESS" 

Business ]]}] 

  ["'દુ પનયાભરમાાાાં ડેે સબકુ 

  િાઉન, હક   સસ અટ ક ન 

હોવાનો કાાાંપનીનો દાવો' 

  ,",{"entities":[[1 

3,19,"TECHNICAL"], 

[26,32,"TECHNICAL" 

  ] 

Technical   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

IV. NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION USING SPACY 

SpaCy is an open-source library for advanced Natural Language Processing in Python. It is 

designed specifically for production use and helps build applications that process and 

“understand” large volumes of text. It can be used to build information extraction or natural 

language understanding systems, or to pre-process text for deep learning. Some of the features 

provided by spaCy are- Tokenization, Parts-of- Speech (PoS) Tagging, Text Classification and 

Named Entity Recognition. 

SpaCy provides an exceptionally efficient statistical system for NER in python, which can 

assign labels to groups of tokens which are contiguous. It provides a default model which can 

recognize a wide range of named or numerical entities, which include person, organization, 

language, event etc. Apart from these default entities, spaCy also gives us the liberty to add 

Category Sample annotated News 

 ["'ભા રિામા ા  ા   લાોન્કા્ચ 

થયા  Galaxy S પસરીઝન  

આ િ્રણ સા્મા ટસિાાોન, 

મ શા  જબરદસા્િા 

કા શબા ક' 

,",{"entities":[[2 

0,28,"TECHNICAL"], 

[44,54,"TECHNICAL" 

]]}] 
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arbitrary classes to the NER model, by training the model to update it with newer trained 

examples. 

A. Installation 

SpaCy can be installed using a simple pip install. You will also need to download the 

language model for the language you wish to use spaCy for. 

pip install -U spacy python -m spacy download en 

 

B. Data Preprocessing 

 

SpaCy requires the training data to be in the following format- 

 

Figure 1: Data preprocessing for Spacy 

 

So we have to convert our data which is in .csv format to the above format. (There are also 

other forms of training data which spaCy accepts. Refer the documentation for more details.) 

We first drop the columns Sentence # and POS as we don’t need them and then convert the 

.csv file to .tsv file. 

Next, we have to run the script below to get the training data in .json format. 

C. first we import spacy and proceed. 

import spacy 

nlp = spacy.blank("gu") # load a new spacy model 

D. then we imort dataset file and load data in TRAIN_DATA 

import json f = 

open('news_classification.json',encoding="ut f=8") 

TRAIN_DATA = json.load(f) 

E. DocBin object is created and all data is stored in spacy model. You have to add labels from 

training data to the ner using ner.add_label() method of pipeline. Below code demonstrates the 

same 

# Adding labels to the `ner` 

for _, annotations in TRAIN_DATA: 

for ent in annotations.get("entities"): ner.add_label(ent[2]) 

F. To train ner model, the model has to be looped over the example for sufficient number of 

iterations. If you train it for like just 5 or 6 iterations, it may not be effective. 

Before every iteration it’s a good practice to shuffle the examples randomly through 

random.shuffle() function . 

G. Training of our NER is complete now. You can test if the ner is now working as you 

expected. If it’s not up to your expectations, include more training examples and try again. 
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doc2 = nlp_ner("દીપિ ક  એ વોગ મગઝ ીન મ  ટ   કર  વ  ય  ું ફ ોટ ોશટ    , જય ઓ હોટ  Pics એક દદવસન ી 

ર  હત બ  દ ફર ી િ ટર     ોલન  ભ  વમ     ું  ભડક ો, ર  . 89.60 પ રપત પલટર") 

spacy.displacy.render(doc2, style="ent", jupyter=True) # display in Jupyter 

 

ENTERTAINMENT દીપપક એ 

BUSINESS ભા વમા ા  ા   

We use python’s spaCy module for training the NER model. spaCy’s models are statistical and 

every “decision” they make — for example, which part-of-speech tag to assign, or whether a 

word is a named entity — is a prediction. This prediction is based on the examples the model 

has seen during training. 

The model is then shown the unlabelled text and will make a prediction. Because we know the 

correct answer, we can give the model feedback on its prediction in the form of an error 

gradient of the loss function that calculates the difference between the training example and 

the expected output. The greater the difference, the more significant the gradient and the 

updates to our model. 

When training a model, we don’t just want it to memorise our examples — we want it to come 

up with theory that can be generalised across other examples. After all, we don’t just want 

the model to learn that this one instance of “Amazon” right here is a company — we want it to 

learn that “Amazon”, in contexts like this, is most likely a company. In order to tune the 

accuracy, we process our training examples in batches, and experiment with minibatch sizes 

and dropout rates. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Custom Dataset of Gujrthi Words 

We have created the spacy object for Gujrthi NER and trained the model using custom pipeline. 

We have evaluated the performance of the model using precision, recall, f measure and 

accuracy. We achieved 100% performance for training. We have evaluated the performance of 

the model and results are as shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2: Named Entity Recognition of Custom Gujrati Words Dataset 
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B. Gujrthi News Dataset 

Gujrthi News Classification dataset from from Kaggle [8] is tagged for entities. A Spacy model 

is trained for the dataset and the results are depicted in figure 3. 

We have evaluated the performance of the model using precision, recall, f measure and accuracy. 

We achieved 100% performance for training. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Named Entity Recognition for tagged Gujrthi News Dataset 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Named entity recognition is one of the important topics in the research area of natural language 

processing. Named entity recognition studies conducted on Gujrati texts are quite limited, 

compared to the studies on other languages. Besides, the lack of common data sets makes the 

comparison of different approaches harder. In this study, we have constructed two datasets for 

Gujrati NER. Custom NER dataset of Gujrati keywords is prepared consisting of keywords 

from places, names, states, countries, organization and days-months. Another dataset 

comprising news articles in Gujrati annotated with named entities is presented. The annotations 

comprise the basic named entity types of business, entertainment and technical names. 

Additionally, to be used as reference in future studies, a named entity recognition system using 

spacy is evaluated on the final form of this data set and the corresponding evaluation results are 

presented. It is envisioned that our study will contribute to the advancement of named entity 

recognition studies on Gujrati texts. 
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